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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is essentially concerned with a variety of applications of the extended yadic (ED) 
derivative, namely with some representative examples of functions differentiable in the extended 
dyadic sense, as well as with topics in Walsh-Fourier analysis, including aspects of the theory 
of best approximation and of partial (dyadic) differential equations. The contents of the theory 
presented are assumed to be known. Note that (2.4)I, for example, refers to formula (2.4), in 
Ref.[ll and Lemma 2.3(I) to Lemma 2.3 in Ref.[l]. 
In particular, Section 2 is devoted to two operational rules for the ED-derivative, namely 
the product and Leibnizian rules for Walsh functions ~k(X). Section 3 is concerned with the 
evaluation of the ED-derivative of piecewise constant functions having at most infinitely many 
discontinuities, of polynomials of order n E P, of "piecewise polynomials" of type X"d~k(x) 
having a finite number of jumps, as well as with the ED-derivative of further examples like 
d(x) and x"d(x), d(x) being the well-known Dirichlet function, and finally of functions repre- 
sented in terms of a Rademacher and Walsh series; the derivative of one of the latter two will 
turn out to be a continuous function (in the classical sense). Section 4 deals with applications 
to Walsh-Fourier series and the theory of best approximation by Walsh polynomials. It turns 
out that the latter theory is not exactly analogous to the theory of best approximation i classical 
analysis. In Section 5 the ED-derivative is studied in connection with partial differential equa- 
tions. In particular, a dyadic wave equation is set up and solved; the solution is compared with 
the d'Alembert solution of the classical wave equation. 
The latter applications let us expect hat Walsh analysis, which has turned out to be of 
basic importance in communication, semiconductor technology, sequence filtering, pattern rec- 
ognition and automatic ontrol systems, will not only be wider applicable in these fields in view 
of the introduction of the ED-derivative, but will also be of good usage in quantum and micro- 
physics. 
2. PRODUCT AND LEIBNIZ RULE FOR DIFFERENTIATION 
Let us consider two operational rules concerning the dyadic derivative of the product of 
two functions, namely a dyadic analogue of the classical product and Leibniz rule, both valid 
for Walsh functions only. 
LEMMA 2.1 
For a E R, m E P there holds 
E I"r ~Jk (x )= p -E  1~1 ~J, (x )= k * ~k(X), 
\ k=0 k ~0 klO 
the symbol (<~%o k) standing for the dyadic addition of the first m numbers in N. 
(2.1) 
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Proof. For et ~ R, m ~ P one has with (2.3)I, I-I~'=o tOk(X) = O~;'.0(X); SO Lemma (5.2)I 
delivers (2.1). 
COROLLARY 2.1 
For the Rademacher functions +k(x) = : O2-(x), n E P, there holds for n ~ m E N the 
well known "classical" product rule 
p_E{t~(¢b,¢b,,)(x) = p-E(l~(¢b,)(x) •da,,(x) + p-Elt!(+~,)(x) " +,(x). (2.2) 
Proof. For et = 1 we have with Lemma 2.1, (4.2)I, and as 2" ~ 2" = 2" + 2 ~, 
p-Ellt(d~.~b.,)(x) = (2" (~ 2")+.(x)+,.(x) 
= ((2")* + (2")*)da.(x)+m(x) 
= p-E(l lOb.)(x)" cb.,(x) + p-Ell~(O,.)(x)" d~.(x). 
Now to the dyadic analogue of the classical Leibnizian rule. 
LEMMA 2.2 
For ct E P there holds 
p-  El~t(O.d~,.)(x) = ~ (~)[P-  E(=- ~r0.(x)l[p - E(~O.,(x)l 
K=0 
+ #.(x)*m(x) (~) ~ (~)( -  1)K-I[( n (~ m)*ll( n* + m*) ~-I" 
K=I I=0  
(2.3) 
Proof. Setting k : = n* - m* - (n (~ m)*, one has by Lemma 2.1 for a E P, 
p-  E(~l(t~,Om)(x) =
+ 
(n* + m* - k)~t~.(x)+.,(x) 
(~)(n* + m*)"O.(x)d~.,(x) + ~ (~)(n* + m*)"-"(-l)~(k')~.(x)O,.(x) 
~ (~)(p - El~-il~j,(x))(p - Et,~+m(x)) 
i=O 
~ (.~)(n* + m*)"-'(- l)~(~:)'*.(x)+,.(x), 
where (n* + m*) ~ was developed in terms of the binomial theorem. The proof is complete in 
view of 
(_~)K = [(n (~) m)* - (n* + m*)] K = ~ (}')[(n (~ m)*]' • [(n* + m*)] K-'. 
Comparing Lemma 2.2 with the classical counterpart of the Newton-Leibniz calculus, one 
now has an additional term, namely the second of (2.3). It vanishes however in case of the 
Rademacher functions for which one has a full analogy, namely 
COROLLARY 2.2 
For et ~ P there holds 
p - E(~l (d~.d~m)(x)  = ~ (?)[P- E~iYa . (x ) ] [p  - Et~-'~d~.,(x)]. 
i~0  
(2.4) 
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Note that Lemma 2.2 as well as Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 also remain valid for the strong ED- 
derivative; they are also valid for the classical dyadic derivative as shown in the multidimensional 
situation in [2] for the non-fractional form. 
3. THE ED-DERIVAT IVE  OF PART ICULAR TYPES OF FUNCTIONS 
Let us examine to what different types of functions the new dyadic derivative is applicable. 
We will begin with piecewise constant functions which are known to be dyadic differentiable 
in the classical sense and will show that they remain so in the extended sense. Dirichlet's function 
(possessing infinitely many discontinuities which lie dense in [0. l]) as well as the function 
w*(x) : = 1 + ~.~.~(k*)-"0k(x), n 1> 2, which can be regarded as certain "limiting cases" of 
this group of functions, will both turn out to be dyadic differentiable too. The second group of 
functions which will be studied are the continuous monomials x", n ~ P; they are also dyadic 
differentiable. We will evaluate the derivative for two particular members of this family, also 
give their plots, showing the approximate behaviour of their derivatives. Moreover we will study 
the functions g,.k(x) = x%bk(x), n, k E P which are "polynomials" of order n having a finite 
number of discontinuities (jumps). The function gt.l(x), gz.l(x) will be evaluated explicitly and 
represented graphically by computational plots. Then we will discuss the differentiability of a 
function which is a "polynomial" of order n ~ P, possessing, however, infinitely many dis- 
continuities which lie dense in [0, 1); it is a modification of the famous Dirichlet function; 
indeed, an extreme xotic function. Finally, we give an example of a function the dyadic 
derivative of which can be presented in a closed form. Conversely, we will discuss this example 
in connection with dyadic "integration" or, more precisely, with dyadic antidifferentiation. 
Since in this special case the derivative turns out to be a continuous function (in the classical 
sense), it indeed allows one to compare classical differentiation and integration with dyadic 
differentiation and antidifferentiation. The section closes with a general estimate between the 
classical integral of fractional order ct and E-{~rf. 
Note that all of the results to be established in regard to derivatives taken in the strong 
sense will also hold for derivatives taken in the pointwise sense. 
3.1 Piecewise constant functions 
THEOREM 3.1 
Let f be a piecewise constant function possessing either finitely many discontinuities x t*), 
1 ~< k ~< n of first kind (i.e. jumps) or a countably infinite sequence {Xtk)}keN of discontinuities 
which have at most a finite number of cluster points in [0, 1). Then f is pointwise ED-dyadic 
differentiable (of order 1) in [0, 1). 
Proof. First suppose that f has just one discontinuity x ") E (0, 1), which is--according 
to the hypothesis--a jumping point. Then f can be defined by f(x) = A for x ~ [0, x~t~), and 
= B forx E Ix ~, 1). In the following we will apply the ED-derivative in terms of the original 
space given in Lemma (5.1)(I) by 
= [loSzvl 
p-e "y(x) = Y, 2 
v=O j=O 
( -  l)J2J-'{f,D*(x) - : ,D*(x @ 2-i-')}, (3.1) 
D*(x) given by (5.3)I. At first note that the case A = B is obviously clear, since then f(x) = A 
for all x E [0, 1) and ElJ}f(x) = 0. So let A # B, and consider 
(f: f) f,D*(x) - f ,Dy(x  ~ 2 -j-t) = + ,, {f(x @ y) - f(x @ y (~) 2-J-t)}D*(y) dy 
= l~l~(x) + l~"(x), 
say. It can readily be shown that the difference f (o)  - f(o~ @ 2 -)-~) for to = x @ y, j ~ N 
CA/IMA ?,.2 : SA*C 
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can be written, for suitable j~, j ,  ~ N, as 
to ~ [0, x'"): f(to) - f(to G 2-:-I) = - B, 
0, 
B - A, 
to ~ [x "~, 1) • f(to) - f(to @ 2- ' -~) = O, 
0, 
to:.l = O, j<~j ,  
to:.[ = O, j  > Jl 
to:÷I = 1 , j< j~ 
to:÷i = l, j >~ j2 
to j+ l  = I .  
Now the series X~=0 2-~-* y11o8~,3 (_ l ) J2 j - ,{pU(x)  + lt2)(x)} clearly converges for all ~j=0 
x ~ [0, 1), since the upper limit [log2v] of the inner sum is at most equal to j  = max(j , ,  jz), 
which is independent of v. So p-EO~f(x )  exists. This proof can easily be extended to the case 
of a finite number of discontinuities. 
Now let f have infinitely many discontinuities having only one cluster-point. Then, of 
course, there exists l im,_.x t*~ = x0 ~ [0, I]. The sequence (x(*~),a.~. may, without loss of 
generality, be assumed to be monotone increasing, namely x ~÷ u > x,~,. Now construct a se- 
quence of intervals 1, = (x ~*~*~, x ~)) with 1, ~ Ij = j~, k ~ j ,  so that the interval [0, 1), apart 
from the jumps x (*~, is representable as a union of pairwise disjoint intervals 
[0, x0)U  U (x Ik), x Ik+u) U (x (°', 1) = [0, 1)\ U {xl*)}. (3.2) 
k=l  k=l  
Since f is constant in each of the intervals [0, x0), (x ~°~, 1) and on lk, k E N, one can basically 
proceed as in the first part of the proof. Now split up the convolution integral occurring in the 
series in the form 
J0I f, = + + = l0 + I~ + 1,. O,xo) r~l~, I ] = xlk + h,.r ~t'j ) k=2 
Let x ~ Ik be fixed and y E lk , .  Then to = x (~ y belongs to 1, if k = k' (i.e. lk = lk ' )  and 
to some other interval k- C t.J~= I Ik in case k # k'.  Then obviously there exists j0 E N such 
that for all j > Jo the dyadic sum x (~ y (~ 2- J -  J belongs to 1~,, 1,, + t, lk'-  ~ for k = k' or to 
lk", I :+~, I,,,_~ for k # k'.  (In case Ik', I :  equals one of [0, x0) or (x "), 1], define 1,,_~, 
Ik"_~ = ~J, Ik'+t, l :+t  = ~.) So fo r j  > Jo  there exists the same situation as in the first part 
of this proof. Hence f is ED-differentiable in [0, 1) since (x,),ey is countable. 
In case {X~k~}kaN has a finite number of cluster-points in [0, 1), say x~, 1 ~< i <~ n, one can 
split up {x(*)}ke~ into subsequences {Xlk)}keN, 1 ~< i <~ n. Then the proof can, except for some 
technical difficulties, be obtained principally as in the first part. Concerning a similar result for 
the classical dyadic derivative see also [3]. 
Let us now consider an example of a function having infinitely many discontinuities which 
even lie dense in [0, 1), so that the foregoing Theorem 3.1 is not applicable. 
LEMMA 3.1 
Let d(x) be Dirichlers function, namely 
1, x ~ [0, 1)\Q 
d(x) : = 0, elsewhere, 
(3.3) 
Q being the rationals. Then E{~d(x) = p-E{~ld(x)  = 0, all ot > 0. 
Proof. Since meas(Q) = 0, one has for the Fourier-Walsh transform of d(x), 
fo' f fo' d'(k) = d(x)O~(x) dx = d(x)O~(x) dx = O~(x) dx = ~.o. O, I )\Q 
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The result now follows directly by Def. (3.1)(I). 
In our next example we will evaluate the dyadic derivative of the Walsh series 
w*(x) := 1 + Y.7. t (k*)-'d/,(x), n ~> 2. Indeed, 
LEMMA 3.2 
The function w*(x) is strongly ED-differentiable of order ot on the interval [0, I) whenever 
0 < a < n, and there holds 
Et*r(w*)(x) = w*_~(x) - 1 (x E [0, 1)). (3.4) 
Proof. Since n - ot > 0 by hypothesis, w,_~ E X(0, 1) by (5.1 1)1, as well as w,, E X(0, 
I) for n >~ 1. Moreover, recalling (2.2)I, 
lim I IEk'l*w*(.) - w%(- )  + lllx 
,( i ,t = lim 2 -~- '  (~)(j*)'d:j(.)d/j(t 1 + (k*)-"d/,(t ee-..,, v -O  j -O  k -  I 
= lira (k*)-" 2 - ' - ' (D(k* ) "~, ( ' )  - w* . ( . )  + 1 
" II = lira (k*)-"+"~k(") ~ 2 - ' - I (D"  w*_ . ( . )  + 1 = 0, 
m.--*~ k -  I I,-O X 
dt -  w*_,(.) + I x 
on account of (5.6)I. 
3.2 Continuous functions: the monomials x", n E N. 
In this section we show that certain continuous functions, namely the monomials x", n ~ N. 
are ED-differentiable. 
LEMMA 3.3 
The function f2(x) := x 2 is ED-differentiable of order et = I in the LJ(0, 1) norm, and 
E{'}f2(x) = ~'- 2 - ' -3~ E (D(- l ) '÷'d~t(x) + 2-~-4 X v 
v-2  I~ I - I  v -2  t=0 , -1  2 t + 2"  
1 
x ((-1)12 -" + (-l).2-1)d;),(x)4)l(x) + ~ O~(x). (3.5) 
Proof. Let k = 2 m,, m~ E N and f~(x) : = x. Noting Lemma (6. l)I as well as (6.3)I, one 
has for the Walsh-Fourier transform of f2(x), by partial integration with Gl(x) = f~ Oil(u) du 
(compare Chapter 6(I)), 
[:o ] /o' = u2d:,(u) du = u 2 ~J~(t) dt - 2 uGk(u) du 0 
/o'( } = -2  u 2 -m,-2 _ 2- . , , -2  2-'0_,,.,., (u) du 
= -2  - - ' -2  +2 .... -~ ~ 2- ' f~(2 ",÷' + k) = -2  .... - : ,  
since f~(2 m,+' + k) = 0 onaccount of (6.6)I. (Note that 2 ~,+" + k is never representable in
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f : (k )  = -2  .... - :  (3.6) 
Now letk = 2", + j  = 2", + 2": + IJ.,m~ >m. ,  >0,  t.t E {0, 1 . . . .  2": - l} .Then 
= -2 -m' - ' / ; ( j )  +2  " ' - I  ~ 2-'f~(2 m,÷" + k) = -2 - " , -~/~( j )  
r=l  {1 
= ~2 -~' -" ' ,  k = 2 m' + 2"~ 
0, k ~ 2 m, + 2":, (3.7) 
formula (6.6)I being used in the last step. So putting results (3.6), (3.7) together, and calculating 
directly the cases k = 0, k = 1, we have for the Fourier-Walsh transform of f , ,  
/;(k) = 
1 
~, k=0 
1 
k=l  
4 '  
- -2 - ' -2 ,  k = 2% n ~> 1 
O, elsewhere. 
n>m>~l  
(3.8) 
In order to evaluate the derivative E{~/2 let us estimate for m > n > 0 
2 := 2-~- ,  (f)j*f~(j)d~l(.) 
v-n  j -O  I 
' ~,( . )  
= 2 -~- '  (7) j* f ; ( j )d/ j ( ' )  + ( ;) j*  )d/)(') + ~ v2 -~-'  
vmn 'm v=n I 
j -2" i  j .2" l  +~'2 
= 2- , - ,  + + 
v~n umn 
say. The last expression within the norm tends to zero for n, m ~ ~ on account of the 
convergence of the series Y~.I v2 -~. Moreover, noting (3.6), one has for Y-t('), 
l I [~1  
- -  - E (s- , ) ( -1)° ,  
4 ~=0 JkJ2 "1 ml=0 
l/2 
du ~< ~ 2 ~j2. 
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j .  2ml + 2~t'Z 
(7)(2"' + 2":)'2-",-~':~2.,+2.~(.) 
(~')(- l)m' 2-m' 0z -, + :z": (')1[ ' 
j=  2"1 +2"1 
j=  2"t + 2"2 
 (Jl ,'ll lIw ) =-  . + ( . )  , 
8 I i 
say. The same argumentation as for Y-t(') immediately leads to 
II I I (.) = ~ ( ; ) ( -  l),,,+u2-,,, I k -O  Jk /2  ''~ j-O 
j = 2"1 + 2"z 
du ~ v22 v/2, 
the inclusion [k/2"% (k + 1)/2"0 D [k/2",, (k + 1)/2"0, mt > me, being used in the last 
step. For IIX-(')II, one has 
(') ~ ()')2-', ~< (;)2 -j = 
t j=o 1=o 
j = 2ml + 2m2 
Taking into account all preceding results one finally has 
m-t  m- t  • m- t  m- I  
* I I ~-~ ~. 3'4-" t I X ~<g X v22-"2 + ~ ~, v22-"2 + + g X v2-', 
VmR l~m n m i~m R 
which clearly tends to zero for n, m --~ ~; thus EO}f2 exists as an element in L'(0, 1). The 
representation f EO}f2 given by (3.5) follows by straightforward calculation, noting (3.8). 
The function f t (x)  = x is also dyadic differentiahle of order ot = 1 on [0, 1); indeed 
LEMMA 3.4 
Et'}f t exists for f t(x) = x, and 
11oll2vl 
FJ'V,(x) = ~ 2- ' - '  Y~ ())(-l)'",tl,:,,(x). 
v-O I - I  
(3.9) 
Proof. Recalling Lemmas (6.1)I and (6.2)I, one deduces that f~(k )= 1 for 
k = 0, = -2  -~÷2~ for k = 2", and = 0 elsewhere. The desired result then follows by taking 
the derivative via definition (3.12)I. 
The results of Lemma 3.3 as well as Lemma 3.4 give rise to the conjecture that the 
monomials x~, n E N, x E [0, 1) are all dyadic differentiable. The next theorem will indeed 
verify it. 
THEOREM 3.2 
Let f , (x)  = x", n E N, x E [0, 1). Then EO~f, exists as an element in Ll(0, 1). 
We will only indicate the proof since the argumentation is quite similar to that of Lemma 
3.3. The following scheme shows how to reduce the order of the exponent of f , (x)  successively 
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when calculating the Fourier-Walsh transform. Let k > 0, h = 2", + j, j E {0, 1 . . . . .  2", 
- I}; using the notations of Lemmas (6.1), (6.2)I as well as that of Lemma 3.3, one then has 
;0 [J0 ] f ~(k) = I u"Ok(u) du = u" O,(t) dt - n u"-IG~(u) du 0 
{ " ) = gk.o - n u "-I 2-" - "  %(u) - 2 -" ' -2 ~'. 2-rO2-,-,÷~(u) 
r= l  
du 
By further reduction one obtains for j  = 2": + p., la ~ {0, 1 . . . .  2": - 1}, 
f~_ , ( j )  = - (n  - 1)2-":-2f~_2(p.) + (n - 1)2 - ' : -2  • ~ 2-rf~_2(2 ":÷r + j); 
rml 
thus 
f~_~(2 ",+r + k) = 2-",-r f~_z(k) - 2-" , - "  
r~ 
2-r,f~_z(2 ",+~',+r + 2 ",÷r + k), 
r i l l  
etc. Proceeding in this manner, one finally arrives at the Fourier-Walsh transforms of the 
functions f2(x), f~(x), respectively. Though the proof possesses technical difficulties, it clearly 
gives the differentiability of the monomials in question, noting the results of Lemmas 3.3 and 
3.4. 
COROLLARY 3.1 
Let p,(x) be a polynomial of order n on [0, 1). Then p,(x) is ED-differentiable of order 1 
with respect o the Lt(0, l)-norm. 
The following plots, showing approximately the dyadic derivatives of ft(x),  f2(x), re- 
spectively, may illustrate what the operator E {~t really achieves. Since E{,~}f for arbitrary n E N 
is nothing else than the partial sum of order n of the Rademacher expansion of E{~f, E t t}f 
will possess at most 2" jumping points within [0, l) on account of the definition of the 
Rademacher functions occurring in the sum. Note that the plots of these partial sums for large 
n here and later on obviously resemble those of the well-known Weierstrass-typ¢ function 
wei(x) = Z~=j 2-" cos 2"x, which is continuous but nowhere differentiable in the classical 
sense. See [4] in this respect. 
3.3 Discontinuous functions; the piecewise polynomials x"~k(x). 
One of the main reasons for the introduction of an extended yadic derivative is to develop 
a calculus which is not only applicable to piecewise constant functions but also to piecewise 
polynomials (having finitely many jump discontinuities). In this section we mainly establish the 
differentiability of the piecewise polynomials x"+k(x). 
THEOREM 3.3 
Let g,.k(X) = X"0~(X), n, k E P, x E [0, 1). Then E{~}g,.k(x) exists on [0, 1). 
Proof. Firstly, the cases n = k = 0; n = 0, k E P; n 6 R, k = 0 have already been 
treated. So assume n ~> 1, k ~> 1. Let qt(x), qz(x) be defined by 
~x ", x E [0, 1/2) 
q,(x) = [0 ,  elsewhere in [0, 1), 
' - x " ,  xE  [1/2,1) 
q2(x) = 10, elsewhere in [0, 1). 
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Fig. 1. Approximation of the graph of the ED-derivative of f,(x), namely E~,'~ft(x) for n = 256. 
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Fig. 2. Approximation of the graph of the ED-derivative of f,.(x), namely E~,'f,.(x) for n = 128. 
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Now the f , (x)  := x", x E [0. 1) are ED-differentiable according to Theorem 3.2. So one can 
show that q~(x), q,_(x) are differentiable too, since the discontinuity at x = 1/2 does not change 
the growth of the Fourier-Walsh coefficients of f , (x) ,  defined on the entire interval [0. 1) (cf. 
Chapter 6(I) for the case g~.~(x).) Since qt(x) + q,_(x) = g,,.L(x), x ~ [0. l). g,.l(x) is differ- 
entiable on account of the linearity of the operator E tu. These considerations for g,.~ (x) can also 
be applied to the more general g,.k(x). Let n ~ N be fixed and k = 2" + k', 0 ~< k' < 2", 
m ~ N. Noting (2.4)I as well as that the Walsh functions Ok(x) are constant on the intervals 
[ i2 - " , ( i  + l )2 - " ) ,0  ~< i~< 2" - l, wehave 
2 m- I 
q,.k(x) = x'O,..(x)O,,(x) = ~] qi ..... k'(x), (3.10) 
i=0 
the functions q~ ..... ~,(x) being defined by 
( -  l)~'x", x ~ [i2-",  (i + 1)2- ' ]  
qi ..... k'(x) = 0, elsewhere on [0, 1). 
For each qi ..... k'(x) we now have the same situation as in the beginning of the proof: they are 
differentiable since f , (x )  = x ~, x ~ [0, 1) is differentiable. Noting that the sum occurring in 
(3.10) is finite (k ~ N being finite), we conclude that all g,.k(x) are differentiable; the proof is 
complete. 
COROLLARY 3 .2  
Let f be a piecewise polynomial of order n on [0, 1) having a finite number of jump 
discontinuities at arbitrary points x~, ~ E N. Then EO)f exists as an element in Lt(0, 1). 
Since the argumentation i the proof of the preceding theorem does not depend upon the 
points of discontinuity, the matter is clear. However, one must admit that a proof giving the 
ED-derivative in a concrete closed form is of great technical and computational difficulties, 
especially if the discontinuities of the function in question occur at irrational points. 
In the following we will give an explicit representation for the ED-derivative (of first order) 
of g., t(x). Recall that the derivative of gEt(x) is found in (6.9)I. 
LEMMA 3.5 
The ED-derivative of g,.ffx) is given by 
1 1 2 -~-1 t~og Ul v 
Elltg,.a(x) = -• l (x )  ~ + -~ = ,=t 2" + I 
1 ~ [Iog~(~,- 1)] n -  1 ( 
• ((-1)" + 2-")+.(x) - ~ Z 2- ' - '  Z Z 
• (2-~( - 1)" + ( - I )K2  -" + 2-"-')cb,(x)d~,(x). 
, )  
+2K+I  
(3.11) 
Proof. One obviously has the relations g~.,(2k + 1) = f~(2k), g~.,(2k) = f~(2k + 1), 
k ~ P. Noting (3.8), one therefore has g~.K(k) = -1 /4  for k = 0, -- 1/3 for k = 1, 
= -2  .... -' for k = 2" + l, n ~0,  = 2 . . . . . .  3 for k = 2" + 2" + 1, n >m /> 1, and 
finally = 0 elsewhere. Formula (3.11) now follows after some calculations, observing that 
(2" + 2" + 1)* = ( -1)"2"  + ( -1 ) "2"  + 1. 
Comparing the Fourier-Walsh coefficients of f,.(x) and g2.~(x), it is now indeed not surprising 
that the function f,_(x), as a member of the class of continuously differentiable functions (in the 
classical sense), is ED-differentiable too. In this respect one can say that the operator E (u (in 
contrast o the classical dyadic differentiable operator) does in general not act much differently 
upon certain (classically) continuous functions that upon their "associated" piecewise continuous 
ones, since their corresponding Fourier-Walsh coefficients only differ from one another by a 
simple shifting of the discrete argument. So the plots of Figs. 3 -5 ,  showing E{,Ugt.t(x ) and 
E{,~g.t(x) for particular values of n ~ N, present approximations of the corresponding ED- 
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0,0 1,0 2 ,0  3,0 4,0 S,0 k,0 7.0 8.0 %0 
z 10 "z 
Fig. 3. Approximation of the graph of the ED-derivative of g,.~(x) namely E~,~g,.,(x) for n = 256. 
0,0 1,0 ~,0 3,0 4.0 S.0 $.0 1.0 | .0 1.0 
t 10 "l 
Fig. 4. Approximation of the graph of the ED-derivative of g,.,(x), namely E~.~gt,(x) for n = 512. 
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Fig. 5. Approximation of the graph of the ED-derivative of g., t(x) namely E~t~g,..~ for n = 128. 
derivatives. Let us now discuss the function x*d(x), k E N, d(x) being the Dirichlet function. 
This function is a "polynomial" possessing discontinuities which lie dense in [0, 1)! 
LEMMA 3.6 
Let ~(x) = xkd(x), x E [0, 1), k E N, i.e., ~(x) = x k for x ~ [0, I)\Q, and = 0 else- 
where. Then ElliS(x) exists and E(°8(x) = EItrfk(x). 
The Fourier-Walsh coefficients of 8 are given by 5^(n) = f~ ~(x)O,(x) dx = fk(n). Since 
fk(x) is dyadic differentiable by Theorem 3.2, the proof is complete. 
3.4 The antiderivative of the function l-4x; fractional "integration". 
Let us finally consider one further interesting example. Let the function s(x) be defined by 
s(x) := ~ (--l)k4-k~bk(X) [X E [0, 1)]. (3.12) 
k=0 
Clearly, the sum occurring in (3.12) is uniformly convergent in [0, 1), thus it represents a
function s(x). Although one does not have a closed representation for s(x) one can nevertheless 
list its very important properties, namely, 
i) s(x) is continuous a.e. in [0, 1) (the exceptional points being dyadic rationals); 
ii) s(x) is differentiable (in the classical sense) a.e. in [0, 1); 
iii) s(x) is of bounded variation in [0, 1); 
iv) s(x) belongs to Lip (1, L ~) (see (4.2) for definition); 
v) 0.2 ~< s(x) <~ 1.33 Ix E [0, 1)]. 
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For i)-iv) the reader is referred to [5]. Inequality v) is trivial. It will be shown that s(x) is ED- 
differentiable (of order I). Indeed, setting up definition (3.12)I, one has 
2-'-' (Dj*s"(j)~j(x) 2-'-~ 
v-0 )=0 t,=O j= l  
(~)( -  l)./2J(- ly4-/cbj(x) I 
~< ~ 2 -~-' ~ (y)2-J ~ 2. 
~,=0 )=0 
Thus s(x) belongs to X (j~, and by Lemma (5.3)I, 
[EIOs]'(k) = k,s'(k) = Ik*o(k)  = ~2-"' 
LO, 
k =. 2 n 
(3.13) 
elsewhere. 
Therefore E(~ts(x) = Y-~=I 2-*~b~(x). Noting the expansion x = 1/2 - 1/4 Y-~-o 2-kqbk(x) (cf. 
[9]), the ED-derivative of s(x) has the closed representation E(~s(x) = 1 - 4x, x E [0, 1). 
Thus  
LEMMA 3.7 
If s(x) is given by s(x) = 2~,0 (- l)*4-k~k(X), then s(x) ~ X |') and E(~s(x) = I - 4x, 
x E [0, I). According to the theoretical representation of s(x) via (3.12), s(x) Figs. 6(a&b) 
indeed show that s(x) is a piecewise constant function possessing infinitely many discontinuities 
in [0, I); so Theorem 3.1 would already have guaranteed the existence of EthOs(x). But the 
foregoing calculations are not superfluous since we now have an explicit representation (in closed 
form!) of the dyadic derivative, namely I - 4x on [0, I). Conversely, s(x) can be regarded as 
the (first order) dyadic antiderivative of I - 4x. Thus, for this function we are able to compare 
the classical Newton--l.aibniz differential and integral calculus with that of the extended dyadic 
calculus. 
Classical Calculus Dyadic Calculus 
x-2x  2 
Differen- Integration Differen- 
tiation fiation 
l -4x  1 
s(x) 
-4x  
"Integration" 
Obviously, Laibnizian calculus and dyadic calculus arc not directly compatible; dyadic "in- 
tegration" of the linear function 1 - 4x yields a piecewise constant function, thus decreases 
the order of 1 - 4x, whereas classical integration of 1 - 4x clearly delivers a polynomial of 
order 2, thus increases the order of 1 - 4x. 
So the question that arises in connection with the dyadic "integral" Et'~f is whether it 
can be connected with the classical intagral f~(u)  du for which the classical fundamental 
theorem of the calculus reads (d/dx) f6 f(u) du = f~ (dldu)f(u) du -- f(x) for f(0) -- 0, so 
that (d/dx)-' = f6, where f6 f(u) du is the area bounded by the function and the associated 
ordinates. Corollary 5.1(I), however, only corresponds to the operational rules (d/dx)(d/ 
dx)- ~f(x) = (d/dx)-~(d/dx)f(x) = f(x). 
So E (- Jr cannot be regarded as an operator of "dyadic" integration but primarily as just 
the inverse operator to dyadic differentiation. The association between the inverse operator and 
area (or any other geometrical or physical notion), which is so fundamental in the Newton- 
Leibniz calculus, is still an unsolved problem in dyadic analysis. Nevertheless, a first result in 
this direction is a simple estimate for the difference between E(-=If(x) and L=f(x) := (I/l"(¢t)) 
f~ (x - u)~-~f(u) du, x E [0, I), a > 0, the integral off of fractional order ¢t (cf. [7]), F(a) 
being the Gamma-function. 
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Fig. 6. The graph of the 40th partial sum of s(x). This is a very good approximation to s, differing from s by 
at most 4-"°. 
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Fig. 6(a). The graph of the 40th partial sum of s(x) in the subinterval [0, I/4). 
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Fig. 6(b). The graph of the 40th partial sum of s(x) in the subinterval [0, 1/8). Figs. 6(a & b) are magnified 
versions of the graph of Fig. 6. 
LEMMA 3.8 
For f E L(0, 1) one has for x E [0, 1), ot > 0, 
JL j(x) - E{-o)f(x)l ~< ~ {ll(x - -)"-' - r(o=)w*=(x ~ ")11, + (1 - x)llw=*(.)lh, (3.14) 
where w*(x) := 1 + ~7-, (j*)-=O~(x), x E [0, 1). 
Proof. Formula (5.1)I tells us that E{-=}f(x) = str-lim,..=(el,-*l,f)(x), et > 0, where 
e~-°l(x) = ~'. 2-'-' O')(j*)-=~j(x). 
t,-O j -O 
(3.15) 
Since the series w*(x) is convergent for all a > 0 (cf. [1]), Euler's summation process on the 
right side of (3.15) can be omitted, thus E{-°}f(x) = (w**f)(x) forx E [0, 1), and therefore 
}L,f(x) - El-=rf(x)l = IF--:--a) fo f(U)[(x - u)°-' - F(ot)w*(x (~ u)] du 
s i 's01 u,. - f(u)w*fx ® u) du <~ ~ ffu)I(x - 
I : I i - F(ot)w*(x ~ u)] du + If(u)l w*(x ® u) du. . t  
This yields the estimate (3.14). Since [[1 - w~(x ~ ")[h can be roughly estimated using com- 
putational calculation by 1.62, and Ilw*(')lh = 1, the case of  a = l of  Lemma 3.8 reduces 
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j '~ El_ fir(x) f(u) du - ~ Iif1[={2.62 - x} ~ 2.6211f1[=. 
0 
Although the estimate (3.14) is rough, Lemma 3.8 may be regarded as a first attempt to elucidate 
possible connections between the two "integral" operators. 
It is indeed interesting that computational calculations carried out on the CDC-CYBER 
175 lead to the assumption that w*(x) is not positive, but an analytic proof for this fact is still 
lacking (as for example like that in [8] for the function W~(x) = 1 + E~= ~ k-kb6x) in classical 
Walsh analysis which is not positive. However, w~(x) ~> - 1 for all x E [0, 1)). 
Naturally the question as to a possible interpretation of E I- z~f(x) in terms of area, for 
example, would be connected with an interpretation f the ED-differential operator E t~l in terms 
of more intuitive concepts that may occur in those sciences which make use of Walsh analysis, 
just as the classical derivative may be associated with the slope of a tangent, or with the speed 
of an object. 
Returning to the differentiability of special types of functions, one can conjecture that not 
only the functions f , (x)  and gk.,(x), k, n ~ P, x ~ [0, 1), but also the functions e~, sin x, cos 
x, log(1 + x) as well as d/k(x)e ~, t~k(x) sin x, ~k(x) cos x, ~k(x) log( 1 + x) are ED-differentiable. 
More generally it is to be conjectured that large classes of continuous functions f(x) on [0, 1) 
as well as f(x)t~k(x), possessing a finite number of jumps on [0, 1), are also ED-differentiable 
of order one. Even the famous function wae(x) due to van der Waereden and given by 
z 
wae(x) = ~ 4-"{4"x} (x ~ R), (3.16) 
n=l  
where {x} denotes the distance from x to the nearest integer, seems to be ED-differentiable, 
though it is differentiable nowhere in the classical sense. This material will be considered in a 
later paper. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO WALSH-FOURIER ANALYSIS AND THE THEORY 
OF BEST APPROXIMATION 
4.1 Walsh-Fourier analysis 
This section is concerned with the role of the ED-derivative in Walsh-Fourier analysis, in 
particular with the order of magnitude of the Walsh coefficients. Some further definitions are 
needed. The dyadic modulus of continuity of f ~ X is defined by 
co(S; f; X) := sup Ill(') - f(" <~ h)l[x, (4.1) 
O~h<~ 
and the dyadic Lipschitz class of order a > 0 by 
Lip(a; X) : = {f ~ X; to(S; f; X) = t" (5~), 5 ~ 0}. (4.2) 
For a detailed treatment of these two definitions the reader is referred to [9,10]. 
In the following let us estimate to(S; E{*~f; X). To this end, the function pl~-~(x), a > O, 
defined via its Walsh-Fourier coefficients by 
7 
[p ( . -~q ' (k )  = ((k.)_o, 0<k< 2" (m E N), (4.3) 2,,~<k 
will be needed; thus p!,-Ql(x) ~ ~.z-(k*) -~ORx).  Noting Lemma (5.5)I concerned with the 
V I ,~t existence of VI= -~r ~ L~(0, 1) such that lim,~_.~ ,,- - VL-~rlh = 0 for a > 0, one has the 
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relation 
LEMMA 4. la) 
One has for a > 0, 
p(.,-°)(x) = v(.-°)(x) - vt2Z°r(x). 
llp(.-°rlh = :'(m22 -~') (m ) ~). 
b) For 0 < 13 < et there holds 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
V[ -°r E Lip(13, L). (4.6) 
Proof. Part a) follows by (5.11)I upon replacing m by 2 m, noting (4.4). Concerning b), 
note that II.f - s2,fll, = :(2 -"~) if and only i f f  E Lip(13, L) for some 13 > 0 (cf. [11]). From 
part a) one deduces moreover IIV~ -°) - S2,V~-°)ll, = :'(n22-') .  Since n 2 ~ n "1~ for 13 > 0 and 
sufficiently large n, V {--°r E Lip(or - 13, L'), ot > 13. Thus, Vt~ -°} E Lip(13, L'), 0 < 13 < a, 
and the proof is complete. 
(4.7) 
LEMMA 4.2 
For h E [0, 2-"), n E N, one has the equality 
f (x )  - f (x  ~ h) = p~-°),(E(°ry(') - E(°)( • ~) h))(x) (a > 0). 
Relation (4.7) follows easily by the well-known Walsh-Fourier coefficient method together 
with the uniqueness result (2.12)I. As an immediate consequence of the foregoing results one 
has 
THEOREM 4.1 
If for f E X there exists E{°)f E X, a > 0, then 
to(8; f ;  X) = :([1og28-']28°~(8; E(°)f; X)) (8 ,0  +). 
Proof. Lemmas 4.2 and 4. la) yield 
Ill(') - .f(" ~ hilt ~ I lp~-*)lhlle(*):(') - g(°) / ( "  E) h)lLt 
-- :(n22-"*)~(8; El°If; X), 
leading to the desired estimate for 2-" < 8 < 2 -"+'. 
(4.8) 
COROLLARY 4.1 
If E(°)f E X for f E X, then 
to(8; f; X) --- t'([log28-']25°llE(°)f(')lLt) (8 ) 0+). 
We are now in the position to give an estimate of the magnitude of the Walsh-Fourier coef- 
ficients. 
THEOREM 4.2 
If E{*)f E X for f E X, then 
[f'(k)[ = :" ((log2k)2k-°to(k-i; E{°If; X)) (k ) ~). 
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In particular, if in addition Et~if ~ Lip(13; X), 13 > 0. then 
If^(k)l = r ((log,_k)Zk -~-~) (k , :¢). (4.9) 
The proof follows by noting [f'(k) I ~< l/2~(k-~; f; X), k ~ P (cf. [12]). If one compares the 
results of this section with the corresponding ones for the classical dyadic derivative, one sees 
that in the classical instance the orders are somewhat better. In particular, if the rth classical 
dyadic derivative belongs to Lip(13; X), then the counterpart of (4.9) reads f'(k) = :: (k-'-a), 
which does not contain the additional multiplicative factor (log:k)-' (as does [4.9]) and which 
corresponds to the factor m-' in the estimate (4.5). Nevertheless the main order k - ' -a remains 
unchanged and definitely dominates (log2k)-' just as 2 -m~ does m-'. 
This may not be surprising since the Walsh-Fourier coefficients of the classical kernel 
function W,(x) ~ 1 + Y.L~ k-'%(x) (see [3]) are k-'; thus they form a monotonely decreasing 
null sequence, in contrast o the sequence (k*) -~ which oscillates. The slightly poorer order 
is compensated for by the fact that now a much larger class of functions is admitted, the ED- 
derivative of which satisfies a Lipschitz condition. 
4.2 Theory of best approximation 
Let us now apply the ED-derivative to some special topics of the theory of best approxi- 
mation in the Walsh setting. Denoting by/~o the set of all Walsh polynomials of degree ~<n, 
n- I  i.e., of all p,(x) = Ek=0 CkOk(X), C~ being reals, then the best approximation of f E X by 
p, ~ /P, is defined by 
: . ( f ;  X ) := inf Ilf(') - p.(')llx. (4.10) 
p,~ ./~ 
It is known that there exists a Walsh polynomial p,, = p,,(f) of best approximation to f E X 
for which (/,(f; X ) = Ilf - P,(f)llx. Further, there hold for f ~ X, n ~ N the estimates (cf. 
[101, [111) 
: : . ( f ;  X) <~ to(2-"; f; X) ~< 2 :r'(f; X) (4.11) 
1 
11: - S2.fllx ~ :2"(:; X) ~ IIf - Sz.fllx. (4.12) 
The last inequality obviously reveals that the S,.f behave like the polynomials of best approx- 
imation,0, not only in L2(0, l)-space but also for X. Of fundamental importance in approximation 
are the inequalities of Bernstein and Jackson type, which will turn out to be somewhat different 
from the classical instances. In the present frame they read 
LEMMA 4.3 a) 
For p. 6E ~. ,  et > 0, one has 
IIE~rp.llx ~ n°~'llp.llx (n ~ N). (4.13) 
b) If Ei~rf exists for f ~ X and belongs to X, then 
:,,(f; X) ~ B IlEf=ffllx. (4.14) 
Here B is a constant independent of n, r, a, p,, and f. 
Proof. First note that on account of (2.2)I, p,(j) = cj for j < n, and = 0 elsewhere. 
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Together with (2.7), (3.7) and Lemma 4.2 (all I), one consequently has 
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[[ElO~p,(.)[[x = 2-,-~ ~ (7)(J*)"P~(j)d)j(') 
;,=0 1=0 X 
II (j*)'~p~(j)d:j(.) <~ [Ip,[lx ~ [ j* l  ~ ~< IIp, llx ~ j~', j=o x j=o j=l 
which concludes part a). Regarding b), one has by (4.11) and Corollary 4.1 with 
2 ~"' <~ n < 2 "")÷~ 
d(f; X) = inf [If - P,l[x = dzk(,)÷,(f; X) 
P~E.Ca2k{n)+ I 
~< to(2-k~"~-i; f; X) <~ c(1ogz2~"~+1)2(2-~"~- I) llEt~rfilx 
<. B(log2n )2n -~llEt*~ flLr, 
which gives inequality (4.14). 
Note that the order in inequality (4.13) does not match (4.14) in the standard sense in view 
of the additional factors n and (log2n) 2, respectively. Thus the general theorem of Butzer and 
Scherer[13] concerning the theory of best approximation i  (general) Banach spaces cannot be 
applied in its full standard form. Nevertheless partial results in this direction are possible. 
Indeed, the Jackson, Ste~kin, and Zamansky-type theorems read. 
THEOREM 4.3 
a) If EI~'r f E X, then 
~,(f; X) = ~ I ~  ] oJ(l/n; E{'~f; X). 
In particular, if in addition El'~f ~ Lip(13; X), ct, 13 > 0, then 
e',,(f; X) = :'[(iogzn)Zn -~-a] (n , ~c). 
b) Let f E X, or, 13 > 0. If:,(f; X) = :'In-U-a], n ---) ~c, then 
i) Ell'If exists'and belongs to X(0, 1) for 0 ~< p, ~< a, and 
]]Et~f( ' )  - E{~r/¥(')llx = ~[n  ~- ' -~÷' ]  (n , ~).  
ii) IIE%~,II~ = e'[n '÷'- ' -~1 (0 < a + 13 < v ;n~ ~). 
The proof of part a) follows by using inequality (4.8) instead of Corollary 4.1. The proof of 
part b) follows along standard lines, inequality (4.13) being used. 
An exact converse of part a) of Theorem 4.3 does not seem to hold. This may be the price 
one has to pay for the enlargement of dyadic analysis by the introduction of the ED-derivative. 
Nevertheless there exists a "partial" converse, namely a converse to the assertion 
"E(*)f E Lip(13; X) ::~ :,,,(f; X) = :'(n-*-a) '' which we would have liked to prove but did 
not succeed in doing so. This is part b) above. Our final application here is the counterpart of
the theorem of Lebesgue in the theory of Fourier series. 
THEOREM 4.4 
If E{*rf E X for f E X, a > 0, then 
C~A 12¢8A-D 
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In particular, if E~tf ~ Lip(13; X), 13 > 0, then 
tlf - S,fllx = C[(log2n)"n-~-a]. 
Proof. Indeed, by the standard method of proof one has since (S,p~)(x) = p~(x), 
lif - &llx ~< (1 + IID~II,) G(f; X), which yields the result by Theorem 4.4. 
5. THE DYADIC WAVE EQUATION 
Since the Walsh functions ~,(x) are eigensolutions of the differential operator Era(recall 
Lemma (5.2)I), it is near at hand to consider differential equations expressed in terms of dyadic 
derivatives. Thus the first-order linear dyadic differential equation 
El'rf(x) - kf(x)  = 0 (k~R;xE[0 ,  11) (5.1) 
with initial condition limx_0 f(x) = 1 has eigensolutions expressed in terms of Walsh functions. 
Indeed, the Walsh coefficients applied to (5.1) yield (k* - h ) f  (k) = 0, k ~ P. This implies 
that f(x) = const. #~(x) if h ~ P by (5.5)I. Since the initial condition must be satisfied, 
f(x) = ~(x) ,  n ~ P. In case k ~ P there exists only the trivial solution f = 0. 
Of greater interest are partial differential equations in dyadic space and time. Let us consider 
such an equation of wave equation type. For this purpose partial dyadic derivatives are needed. 
Let Lq0, I] z, l ~< p ~< ~, where [0, 1] 2 := [0, 1] × [0, 1], be the space of functions of two 
variables which are of period one in both variables and for which the norm 
{fo'fo' }' IlfllL, to.,l: = If(x, t)]' d.l: dt 
/p 
, 1 ~p<~ 
is finite. Below, X 2 will stand for LP[O, 1] 2. 
First of all let us set for f (x ,  t) E X'-, k E P, 
f0' f '(k, t) := f (x,  t) qJk(x) dx, f (x, k) := [f(x,  ")]^(k). (5.2) 
LEMMA 5.1 
For f E X-', k, j ~ P one has 
[f '(k, .)]'(j) = [ f ' ( . ,  j) l '(k). (5.3) 
Proof. Together with (5.2) and Fubini's theorem one has 
[f'(A:, .)]'(j) f0 = f ' (k ,  u)Oj(u) du 
fo'fo' fo'lo' = (y(x, u) O,(x) dx)Oj(u) du = 
[o' = f ' (x ,  j)Ot(x) dx = [ / ' ( . ,  j ) ]  (k). 
(f(x,  u)6~(u) du)Ok(x) dx 
DEFINITION 5.1 
If for f (x,  t) E X'- there exists g(x, t) ~ X 2 such that 
'~' ~ t) x lim 2 -~-' (y)(j*)'-f'(j, t) d~,(.) - g(., = O, n~x j=0 j=0 
(5.4) 
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then g(x, t) is called the strong partial derivative of second order of f (x,  t) with respect o x, 
denoted by E~f .  The second order strong partial derivative of f (x,  t) with respect o t is 
defined by 
~"'= 1=0 j=O X 
in case the limit exists, and will be denoted by El2,If = g. 
The dyadic wave equation to be considered is of the form 
EI~I~(x, t) - EI2}~(x, t) = 0 
under the initial condition 
lira I1~(', t) - f(')llx = 0, 
t-*0+ 
f E X being prescribed. This problem will be interpreted in the following sense. 
Given a function f E X, find a function ~j(x, t) E X 2 such that 
i) E!.~ r, E~, 2r belong to X 2, 
ii) ~j(x, t) satisfies (5.6) for all x 6 [0, 1) and t > 0, 
iii) lira,_0+ N(',  t) - f(')llx = 0. 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
To solve this problem assume there exists a function/~(x, t) with these properties, and apply 
the Walsh-Fouder transform to equation (5.6). For almost all t > 0 one has by Lemma 5.3(I) 
[E~IE~( ., t)l '(k) = (k*)2[~( ., t)l '(k) (k ~E P), 
so that the transformed equation has to begin with the form 
(k*)Z((k, t) - [EI,2r~( -, t)]'(k) = 0 (k E P). 
The second form must now be investigated. Since l i fe, t)]'(k)[ ~ Ill(', t)ilx, k E P, t > O, 
one has for k ~ P, noting (5.3), 
I I 2 - ' - '  (;)(j*)2t~'(k, ")]'(j)Oj(t) - [E~t~( ", t)l'(k) ~,-0 j=O 
= ~ 2- ' - '  ( ;)( j . )2[(( . ,  j)]'(k)~(t) - [E!,Z~{( ., t)l*(k) 
v=O j=,O 
Iv=O j -O  X 
on account of (i). Thus E~{'(k ,  t) = [E{,2~{( ", t)]'(k) for all t > 0, so the transformed equation 
of (5.6) takes on the final form 
(k*)2{'(k, t) = E~t((k,  t) = 0 (k ~ P) (5.7) 
for almost all t > 0. Setting h~(t) = v'(k, t), k E P, (5.7) can be written in the form 
EI2}hk(t) = (k*)Zhk(t), (5.8) 
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obviously having the solution hk(t) = A(k)Ok(t) for some constant A(k) independent of t (cf. 
Lemma (5.3)I). In view of the initial condition (iii) one has A(k) = f ' (k) ,  k ~ P, and so 
^ 
~(k, t) = f (k)qJk(t), almost all t > 0, k ~ P, is the solution of (5.8). So by the uniqueness 
result (2.12)I and the fact that [fit @ ")]'(k) = f'(k)Ok(t), one has that 
~(x,t)  = f (x@t)  (almost a l l x~ [0, l ]andt>0)  (5.9) 
is the desired solution if it exists. But it can easily be shown that f (x @ t) is indeed a solution 
satisfying the assumptions (i) - (iii). 
Note that if one would solve the dyadic wave equation expressed in terms of the classical 
dyadic derivatives, as carried out in Butzer-Wagner[14], one would obtain the same solution. 
namely f (x  @ t). However, the class of functions that are ED-differentiable is much larger, as 
pointed out in Ref[l]. Thus, the solution f (x (~ t) in the setting of this section belongs to a 
larger class of functions than does the corresponding solution of this problem in a classical 
dyadic setting. 
Harmuth[15, p. 404], [10] compares the dyadic solution f (x @ t) obtained in [16] with 
the classical one of the standard wave equation ~x(x, t) = ~,(x, t) under the conditions 
~(x, O) = f ix) ,  ~,(x, 0) = g(x), namely (cf. [7]) 
~(x, t) = [f(x + t) + f (x  - t)] + g(u) du 
- - I  
(derivative now being understood in the classical sense). 
Harmuth explains the difference between the two solutions by the fact that dyadic addition 
and subtraction yield the same result. Thus, the terms ( l /2)[ f (x + t) + f(x - t)] have here 
merged into f (x @ t). But this does not really explain the fact that (1/2) f~+_', g(u) du 
turns into 0 since the solution (5.9) is also associated with the condition ~,(x, 0) = g(x), a 
condition which seems to play no role in the dyadic problem. A condition such as 
E~tl~(x, t)[,=0 = 0 was not used in the foregoing analysis. This fact would need further expla- 
nation. 
Harmuth also makes some interesting remarks concerning the differences between the 
topologies of continuous pace-time and dyadic space-time. He notes that the number 2, so 
fundamental in dyadic analysis, is also distinguished in elementary particle physics. One has 
even and odd parity, particles and antiparticles, positive and negative charges; one should also 
recall the Pauli principle of quantum-mechanics n this respect. This is one justification for 
investigating dyadic analysis. Moreover, the jittery movements (e.g. Brownian motion) of par- 
ticles in quantum or microphysics can hardly be realized by continuous functions. The description 
of such processes would seem to be characterized best of all in the setting of a non-continuous 
differential and integral calculus, such as the dyadic calculus. In this respect Erwin Schr6din- 
ger[17] said in 1956 the following: 
"We must not admit the possibility of continuous observat ion. . .  The idea of a continuous 
range, so familiar to mathematicians in our days, is something quite exorbitant, an enormous 
extrapolation of what is really accessible to us." 
So it is much to be hoped that Walsh analysis, which has turned out to be of fundamental 
importance in many branches of the applied sciences (see the introduction to Ref.[l]), will also 
be of significance in the foregoing branches of theoretical physics. 
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